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• This was chosen to optimize instrument data capture 
and provide sufficient overlap with partner satellites
• It also minimizes ground track repeating
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• Maneuvers have different “triggers” and “targets”: 
Cadence, Geodetic Height (HGT), and SMA
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• Current scheme triggers a maneuver per a minimum 
HGT condition, targets to achieve a result in SMA, and 
potentially replans based on the HGT outcome
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would retrograde burns be leveraged to 
execute a controlled reentry
• Prelaunch analysis predicted a potential 
mission lifetime extending to 2035, and 
until solar minimum, the predictions 
were mostly being borne out
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perform a 180-deg yaw flip at a solar beta of zero
• Thus, any given maneuver may leverage forward or aft 
thrusters, with their respective modeled performance
• GPM also has multiple array feathering configurations 
on board that change the effective surface area
• A comprehensive lifetime analysis model must take all 
of these inputs into account to project fuel usage
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• Leading up to solar minimum, maneuver 
frequency had followed as predicted
• Team expected maneuver cadence to 
drop to as low as every eight weeks and 
then remain relatively stable
• However, FDS engineers began to predict 
something unexpected:  DMUs would be 
too infrequent and of insufficient size to 
control ECC within limits
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• The third was to artificially increase spacecraft drag by 
flying a different solar array profile
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• Advantage was no required change to 
existing operations and procedures, but 
disadvantage was possibility of maneuver 
durations less than operational limit
• Result was a violation of the ECC and HGT 
requirements within two months (i.e. 
quicker failure than normal targeting).
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• However, the team was concerned that 
using retro burns to maintain the orbit 
across the solar minimum would greatly 
reduce the mission lifetime
Retro Burn
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• Idea was that a solar array configuration 
that resulted in higher drag would lower 
GPM’s HGT faster than ECC could grow
• Analysis showed “Profile G”, the highest 
drag presentation, helped to maintain the 
ECC requirement for several months
• In August 2016, the decision was made 
to implement this option.
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trending showed that the profile induced 
additional cycles on the SA gimbals
• Further, this profile was discovered to 
cause hardware concerns at certain solar 
beta angles, at which point “Profile K” 
had to be swapped back in
• Finally, longer-term predictions of orbit 
evolution showed that ultimately no SA 
profile would maintain requirements 
through the end of solar minimum
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• Any maneuver scheme implemented in the Lifetime 
analysis script must be able to continue targeting over 
the lifetime of the spacecraft
• The script can thus serve as a testbed for evaluating, 
and perhaps eliminating, new candidates
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the ECC limit is reached when the spread between 
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• Thus in low drag, it is possible for the ECC limit to be 
violated before the minimum HGT limit is reached
• To ensure both HGT and ECC requirements are met, it 
is necessary to add ECC as a trigger for maneuvers
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• The conclusion was that judicious use of retrograde 
maneuvers would be the only reliable means of 
satisfying the orbit requirements in solar minimum
• Thus, an actual qualitative measure of the impact to 
mission lifetime had to be conducted
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the ECC down by a 
small amount, and 
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causes a large 
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With the retrograde 
logic, the targeting 
scheme maintains 
the orbit well into 
the solar minimum.
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• The lifetime analysis script now had an implemented 
maneuver scheme that could successfully target and 
maintain orbit requirements over the full lifetime 
• Further, the scheme did not rely on any use of the 
“Profile G” SA configuration, thus alleviating concerns 
associated with gimbal cycling
• The top-level result, using the April 2017 Schatten 
model, was an end of mission life in mid-2033
HGT and ECC evolution over GPM lifetime, with retro burns during solar minimum
SMA evolution…
SMA evolution…with GPM pulled lower in its control box during solar maximum
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• The operational use of retrograde maneuvers to 
control ECC growth in a low-drag environment turned 
out to be an effective solution
• GPM leverages a fixed 25-sec retro burn to achieve a 
nominal turnaround to the follow-up posigrade burn
• The overall minimal impact was non-intuitive, but was 
demonstrated with comprehensive fuel usage analysis
